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` Are Canadian drinking 
water systems able to cope 
with anticipated water 
quality changes resulting 
from wildfires?

` What are the avoided costs 
from fuel management-
based wildfire risk 
mitigation?
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` What are the significant determinants of municipal 
water supply and treatment costs?

` What is the role of raw water quality parameters in 
determining the costs of water supply?

` Is there evidence of differences in relative cost 
efficiency across observations? 

` Are there significant differences in the relative cost 
efficiency between sub-groups of water providers?



` To identify and describe the relationships between 
drinking water source quality, treatment performance 
efficiencies, and treatment costs to value changes to 
utility costs arising from incremental changes in 
source water turbidity (a key driver of treatment plant 
infrastructure design and performance) resulting 
from wildfires in source watersheds.



` Listen to each other so we can speak the same language
…this takes time. LOTS OF IT.

` Pose and then answer the “right” questions because a slight 
change in wording can mean a completely different analysis.

` Collect adequate data and recognize its limitations AND 
utility… and fight for more data when it is necessary, but 
engage in the “relative risk” discussion recognizing that 
decisions often must be made under uncertainty.

` Recognize practical constraints because practice (e.g. 
drinking water provision) is not an experiment. Here, we 
operate in a risk averse, “failure is not an option” domain.



` Source water quality, treatment efficiency, and 
production costs
◦ Defined treatment infrastructure scenarios

◦ Defined factors affecting operational efficiency

◦ Utilized Statistics Canada’s Survey of Water Plant data

◦ Developed questionnaire for water plant operators

◦ Empirical model developed

◦ Turbidity: significant determinant of costs and efficiency

◦ Application to decision-making? Path forward?





` Empirical model for assessment of the relative 
efficiency of water supply plants through 
estimation of a stochastic frontier model and 
exploration of the relationship between the 
estimated measures of relative efficiency and plant 
characteristics (including raw water quality).

` Identification and quantification of water treatment 
costs associated with high variable or rapidly 
changing water quality for different treatment 
typologies. 



` Informing utility investment decisions (including treatment 
infrastructure vs. SWP) by identifying and quantifying key 
costs associated with water quality change that can be 
expected as a result of wildfire (and other disturbance).

` Increased utility and land manager opportunities to manage 
risks associated with wildfire-associated water quality change 
by providing data inputs necessary for benefit-cost analysis.

` Increased utility opportunities to adapt to changes in source 
water quality and wildfire risk by identifying potential risk and 
adaptation scenarios (e.g., treatment typology/cost 
combinations).

` Increased knowledge that can be utilized above and in other 
analyses such as long term reliability assessment.



` Listen to each other so we can speak the same language
…this takes time. LOTS OF IT.

` Pose and then answer the “right” questions because a slight 
change in wording can mean a completely different analysis.

` Collect adequate data and recognize its limitations AND 
utility… and fight for more data when it is necessary, but 
engage in the “relative risk” discussion recognizing that 
decisions often must be made in the face of uncertainty.

` Recognize practical constraints because practice (e.g. 
drinking water provision) is not an experiment. Here, we 
operate in a risk averse, “failure is not an option” domain.




